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Mountain landscapes are the family’s traditional subjects, but Julian 
Cooper’s subject is now firmly, but not necessarily finally, established 

as rock. That Julian can still paint mountains was eloquently evident in the 
Alpine Club show that ran concurrently with his latest major show at the 
Art Space Gallery. At the AC a fascinating fugue of mountain portraits was 
played across peaks ascended by AC members that demonstrated an ‘order 
in variety’ of Alpine forms as much as the underlying unity of vision and 
technique in the voice of the artist.

In the Art Space show there were mostly large paintings from three loca-
tions of very different rock qualities in colours, forms, weathers and proc-
esses of change at work before our eyes. Yet all zoomed in on the essential 
drama taking place. This is Julian’s preferred word for his subject: ‘I’m struck 
by the wordless drama going on in these rock forms, such intense tension 
but also coherence. Perhaps an example of a subject for which painting can 
be the best medium.’ What exactly does this mean? In the painting ‘Cave 
Michaelangelo’ the spiral stepped structure left by the quarrying of blocks of 
white marble at Carrara gives the immediate impression of vast industrial 
control. Here is the result of plundering perfect marble for the making of 
art since before Roman times. Green grass can only reclaim a hem at the 
bottom of the canvas. But through it leads a thin path to a cave of darkness. 
This could be the painting’s subject and purpose – the cave of the imagina-
tion, the unknown underworld, the Freudian source or the Earth’s source, 
Plato’s Cave on the walls of which the shadows of reality were perceived 
as reality itself. But for the length of the left edge of the painting there falls 
a blur of dust: uncertainty undermining order, danger in industrial compla-
cency, rockfall challenging artful structure and the artist himself perhaps 
– his imaginative enterprise up against material natural forces still alive and 
dangerous.

This drama of living rock is also caught in the rich ochre mineral mines 
of Tasmania where the lip of the quarry would give way from time to time 
as the artist was working on these brightly coloured, whitely lit, strongly 
painted canvases. The titles reveal the paradoxes: ‘Philosophers’ Ridge’, 
‘Undermining’. As always in this work it is the vigour of the brush strokes 
and the plays with perspective in foregrounding/backgrounding, overhang/
undercut and crack/wall that justify the claim for paint as the medium for 
exploring the drama of rock.

A review of Julian Cooper’s exhibition, Natural Forces, at the Art Space 
Gallery, London, 14 March – 11 April 2014

But it is the new discoveries in the Lake District that provide the most 
subtle claims for the medium. In giving large-scale attention to the smallest 
of outcrops above the Naddle Beck, below and south of Castle Rigg stone 
circle, Julian has been trying, in his words, to ‘get more out of less’, painting 
the same outcrop in different lights and seasons (there are three pairs of 
paintings in this show) and deploying a greater range of effects in one canvas: 
‘I have more balls in the air, more techniques available in one canvas than 
before’. Now, in Julian’s paintings we have sky – weather, even – and a tree 
rooted down into a crack that splits lit rock steps. Rock Steps 1 is a stalking 
of light, ‘skittering off rock and hitting a tree stem above momentarily’, as 
Julian puts it. At the same time – and time, geological, evolutionary and 
immediate, might be a theme of this show – one is not sure whether this 
is a crack that sprouts a tree, or a tree that makes a crack. Again, the crack 
holds the darkness of mystery, the ancient interlocking of growth and decay.

Rock Steps 2, oil on canvas 116x76cm. (Julian Cooper)
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But it is Low Rig 1 that is most breathtaking in revealing the painter’s 
juggling and Michael Richardson cleverly placed it opposite the entrance to 
the gallery to maximum effect. The variety of brushwork in this large canvas 
suggests the full range of processes this small outcrop is undergoing: a thinly 
worked wash of running paint below overhangs of finely striated planes that 
catch the light, rough shadowed walls, gleaming wet rounded rocks, walled 
by blocks of lichened yellows and damp browns. The backdrop is a simple 
sky of speechless cobalt blue. Out of a dark central crack a thin silver tree 
manages an astonishingly healthy burst of spring greens. I felt I was in the 
presence of new textures, new combinations, new insights. As in several of 
these paintings, the artist’s guidelines had been left visible, as if to remind 
the viewer that it is a painting after all; the thoughtfully worked shadows on 
the cave wall actually reveal the richly complex and simple natural forces 
and living processes that we call ‘rock’.

Low Rigg 1, oil on canvas, 172x157cm. (Julian Cooper)


